
Decouple Learning for Parameterized Image Operators
(Supplementary Material)

1 Outline
In the supplementary material, we provide more detailed analysis and results that are not included in the
main paper due to space limitations.

• In Section 2, we explore more ablation study to discuss the performance of our proposed framework.
• In Section 3, we display more results that aren’t included in the main paper due to space limitation.
• In Section 4, we provide more analysis and deeper understanding of our learned convolution kernels.
• In Section 5, we describe the detailed architecture of our base network.

2 More Ablation Study
To justify the effectiveness of our weight learning network, we compare our framework with the naive
baseline which contains only the base network. Then more complicated network structures of the weight
learning network are experimented with to explore the potential power of the proposed framework. Finally
we demonstrate the interpolation ability of the proposed framework on unseen parameter values.

2.1 Comparison with Baseline
We compare our proposed framework with one naive approach that employs only the base network with
additional input channels as [1], which indicates the parameter values and image operators separately. Each
additional channel is occupied with a single value.

The results are shown in Table 1, which trains three different image operators including both image
filtering and restoration tasks together. We can see that the baseline from [1] lags behind us on all the
different parameter settings across all three image operators. The potential reason for this phenomenon
could be that it is difficult to learn unified convolution weights to be suitable for tasks different in both goals
and implementations. By contrast, the convolutional weights of our base network are adaptively changed for
different tasks and input parameters. Theoretically speaking, our learned network should have the capability
to express the base network with numerous possibilities.
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Table 1: Numerical comparison (PSNR) between our proposed framework and the baseline [1] that are all
jointly trained over three image operators.

RTV Super resolution Denoising

λ ours baseline s ours baseline σ ours baseline

0.002 36.60 35.11 2 30.83 30.59 15 30.90 30.67
0.004 37.14 35.25 3 28.30 28.13 25 28.63 28.50
0.010 37.18 35.01 4 26.95 26.82 50 25.66 25.57
0.022 36.83 34.89
0.050 35.60 32.75
ave. 36.67 34.60 ave. 28.69 28.51 ave. 28.39 28.24

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of a few variants of the proposed network trained on the WLS filter [2]. We
experiment separately by training only the base network on a fixed single parameter value (“single (base)”),
extending the weight learning network to two or more fully connected layers trained on numerous random
parameter values with (“nume. (fc2R)”) and without (“nume. (fc2)”) ReLU layers inbetween.

λ single single (base) nume. nume. (fc2R) nume. (fc2)

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

0.100 44.00 0.994 44.16 0.994 42.12 0.993 42.02 0.992 42.36 0.993
0.215 43.14 0.993 43.08 0.993 42.64 0.993 42.23 0.993 42.43 0.993
1.000 41.93 0.992 40.61 0.991 41.63 0.991 40.25 0.991 40.28 0.991
4.641 39.42 0.987 38.01 0.988 39.64 0.989 37.31 0.988 37.35 0.988
10.00 39.13 0.986 36.83 0.986 38.51 0.987 36.00 0.985 35.94 0.986

ave 41.52 0.990 40.54 0.990 40.91 0.990 39.56 0.990 39.67 0.990

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation of our proposed framework trained only with a set of fixed parameter values
(“various (fixed)”) on the L0 smoother [3]. The parameters used for training our framework are taken from
the 5 non-boldface parameters between [0.002, 0.2] in the table. The extra 4 parameters with boldface are
only used in the test stage. The absolute difference between the network trained on a single parameter
(“single”) and various fixed parameters (“various (fixed)”) is displayed in the bottom.

0.0020 0.0025 0.0033 0.0043 0.0200 0.0928 0.1200 0.1600 0.2000 average

single PSNR 40.69 40.19 39.77 38.96 36.07 33.08 31.78 31.13 31.75 35.94
SSIM 0.989 0.987 0.986 0.986 0.982 0.977 0.973 0.972 0.973 0.981

various (fixed) PSNR 39.61 39.33 38.95 38.51 35.37 31.80 31.40 30.69 30.54 35.13
SSIM 0.988 0.987 0.986 0.986 0.979 0.972 0.972 0.971 0.970 0.979

diff PSNR 1.08 0.86 0.82 0.45 0.7 1.28 0.38 0.44 1.21 0.81
SSIM 0.001 0 0 0 0.003 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.002



2.2 Analysis of more variants of our proposed network
Training the base network only Since training a fully convolutional network alone has been employed
frequently by previous image processing papers [4, 5, 1], which presents a strong baseline, we experiment
with this alternative (“nume. (base) ”) which only leverages the base network by training it on one spe-
cific parameter configuration. As show in Table 2, our proposed framework (“single”) achieves even better
performance than the baseline under the PSNR error metric.

Training with more fc layers We also try a deeper weight learning network with more fully connected
layers. Here we simply add one more fully connected layer to the default weight learning network, and
demonstrate the performance of its two variants with (“nume. (fc2R)”) and without (“nume. (fc2)”) ReLU
between these two layers respectively. As shown in Table 2, they all achieve comparable performance with
that of single layer (“nume.”) used in our paper. The potential reason for this phenomenon is that this one-
layer weight learning network is sufficient for adaptively learning various parameter settings, while adding
more weights/complexity to the network does not contribute to the performance much.

2.3 Interpolation ability of the proposed framework on unseen parameters.
Since the weight learning network contains a single fully connected layer with no non-linear activation
layers, the predicted convolution weights should be a linear transformation of the input parameters. Given
such a fact, any convolutional kernels of a specific parameter should be the linear interpolation of the other
two. Hence we are curious about the interpolation ability of the proposed framework.

To verify such a property, we train the network using only a few fixed parameter values, which corre-
sponds to the 5 non-boldface parameter values in Table 3. But in the test stage, we use another 4 parameter
values (boldface in Table 3) that have not been seen by the network in the training stage but are between the
lower and upper bound of its parameter range. As shown in Table 3, we can see that the network performs
similarly to the one trained with only one parameter value, but more importantly for the interpolated boldface
parameter values that the network does not recognize, it also surprisingly achieves very comparable results.

This means that a few parameter values are already sufficient for learning a good linear transformation in
the weight learning network from input parameters to convolution weights. However, as in a real scenario,
the number of such fixed training parameters is usually difficult to decide, due to many different parameter
ranges of image operators. As a result, we choose to sample random parameter values instead of only a few
of them for training in our paper.

3 Complement to Table 1 in the main paper
In Table 4, we show the results on two more image filters that are not included in Table 1 of the main paper
due to space limitations.



Table 4: Quantitative absolute difference between the network trained with a single parameter value and
numerous random values on two other filters (RGF [6] and WMF [7]).

RGF WMF

metric λ single nume. diff λ single nume. diff

PSNR

1.00 41.77 37.03 4.74 1.00 39.06 36.79 2.27
3.25 38.36 38.27 0.09 3.25 39.78 38.76 1.02
5.50 38.11 38.35 0.24 5.50 39.94 38.53 1.41
7.75 37.65 37.99 0.34 7.75 40.06 39.20 0.86
10.0 37.52 37.08 0.44 10.0 39.49 38.72 0.77

ave. 38.68 37.74 0.93 ave. 39.66 38.40 1.26

SSIM

1.00 0.994 0.981 0.013 1.00 0.985 0.972 0.013
3.25 0.986 0.986 0 3.25 0.985 0.979 0.006
5.50 0.985 0.986 0.001 5.50 0.986 0.981 0.005
7.75 0.984 0.985 0.001 7.75 0.986 0.985 0.001
10.0 0.984 0.982 0.002 10.0 0.986 0.984 0.002

ave. 0.986 0.984 0.002 ave. 0.985 0.980 0.005

4 More analysis
In this section, we provide a more detailed and deeper understanding of the convolutional weights learned
by our proposed framework.

Deeper understanding of the weight learning network One interesting phenomenon worthy of discus-
sion is the surprising potential of the proposed framework for jointly training multiple different operators
within one single network. We use the L0 and WLS operators for jointly training as an example. With the
similar strategy used in training multiple operators, besides the original parameter (γ1) of these two opera-
tors, an extra discrete task id (γ2, e.g.,”1”,”2”) is input into the weight learning network Nweight to tell the
network which task should be used. The most interesting thing is that how the proposed network can differ-
entiate these two tasks when the same value of γ1 is adopted for L0 and WLS. In these cases, the difference
of the learned weights for these two operators is only from the term γ2Ai2 because Ai1 is shared. In fact,
the weight difference is just a certain value Ai2 (2 ∗ Ai2 − Ai2), and is the proposed framework still able
to separate the target solution space for L0 and WLS? The answer is “yes”. To verify it, given the jointly
trained model, we set the task id of L0 as ”1” (correct) and ”2”(incorrect) then test the performance relative
to the original L0 smoothing ground truth respectively. The final PSNR value is 34 vs 26. In some sense,
this simple experiment not only demonstrates the great task separating ability of our proposed framework,
but the diversity of solution space of the base network.

For better theoretical understanding, we finally link our proposed framework with evolutionary comput-
ing, where it is often difficult to directly get a optimal solution in a large search space. To help the searching
process, some structure constraints are added for the target weight space, like Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) used in [8]. Similarly, for our task, the weight space of the base network Nbase is also very large,
and there may exists many different parameter solutions (local minimas) which can obtain the same/similar



performance. When the weight learning network Nweight follows the linear formulation, like DCT used in
[8], it is an extra constraint, which constrains that the weight spaces of different parameters −→γ are related
with affine transform.

Table 5: Comparison between the statistics of convolution kernels learned with random parameter values
and a single parameter value. The numbers are generated based on the WLS filter while λ equals to 10.

layer index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

correlation 0.005 -0.001 0.008 0.004 -0.005 0.007 0.008 0.010 -0.002 -0.012

mean (various) 0.219 0.066 0.004 -0.069 -0.227 -0.183 -0.214 -0.131 -0.152 -0.141
mean (fixed) 0.542 0.801 0.604 -0.571 -2.090 -0.685 -0.520 -1.638 -1.604 -1.326

variance (various) 15.514 12.166 15.511 18.231 17.676 20.408 16.578 19.420 16.447 18.292
variance (fixed) 542.28 373.70 490.53 419.55 482.71 559.00 532.14 505.67 471.50 437.69

layer index 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

correlation 0.011 0.184 -0.014 0.001 0.012 0.024 0.011 -0.001 -0.071 -0.017

mean (various) -0.296 -0.168 -0.084 -0.310 -0.137 -0.201 0.003 -0.239 -0.407 0.634
mean (fixed) -1.117 -1.134 -2.417 -1.437 -1.043 -1.977 -0.596 1.898 -3.203 3.358

variance (various) 17.704 20.141 18.767 21.080 28.461 23.795 19.475 14.592 13.703 4.220
variance (fixed) 549.51 500.61 585.75 507.40 792.44 588.06 581.66 501.08 487.62 140.33

Difference between convolutional kernels for jointly trained network and solely trained network To
analyse the difference of the convolution weights between networks jointly trained on various random pa-
rameter values (“various”) and a single parameter value (“fixed”), we compute their correlation coefficient,
individual mean and variance for each layer as shown in Table 5.

As can be seen, the correlation coefficient is almost 0 everywhere, which means there is no linear rela-
tionship between the two groups of convolution kernels. The absolute mean and variance of jointly trained
network is also significantly larger than that of the solely trained network. Therefore, in each way, their
learned convolution weights are very different from each other, even if the learned smoothing effect is al-
most the same (PSNR/SSIM: 35.51dB/0.983 (various) vs. 35.83dB/0.982 (fixed)).

The above experiments have verified the fact that the solution space of an image processing task could be
huge in the form of learned convolution kernels. Two exact same results can be represented by very different
convolution weights.



5 Detailed Network Structure
The detailed network structure of the base network is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: The detailed network structure of the base network. “conv”, “inst”, “deconv”,“relu” represent the
convolution layer, instance normalization layer, deconvolution layer and ReLU activation respectively. Each
“residual block” consists of two convolution layers, both followed by instance normalization and relu.

Name Kernel Stride Dilation. Ch I/O InpRes OutRes
conv1 + inst + relu 3×3 1 1 4/64 448×448 448×448
conv2 + inst + relu 3×3 1 1 64/64 448×448 448×448
conv3 + inst + relu 3×3 2 1 64/64 448×448 224×224
residual block1 3×3 1 2 64/64 224×224 224×224
residual block2 3×3 1 4 64/64 224×224 224×224
residual block3 3×3 1 4 64/64 224×224 224×224
residual block4 3×3 1 8 64/64 224×224 224×224
residual block5 3×3 1 8 64/64 224×224 224×224
residual block6 3×3 1 16 64/64 224×224 224×224
residual block7 3×3 1 1 64/64 224×224 224×224
deconv4 + inst + relu 4×4 2 1 64/64 224×224 448×448
conv5 + inst + relu 3×3 1 1 64/64 448×448 448×448
conv6 3×3 1 1 64/3 448×448 448×448
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